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At our last monthly White Spot social we had a welcoming visit from a past member who is now living in
the UK. We all listened to his stories of the cars that
the UK is so blessed to have and the number of great classics that can be found. Thanks
Max for taking the time from visiting family and joining us for a few hours.

Presidents Message

Club WEB
Site
mercedesclub.ca

For
Information about
upcoming club events
and / or changes and
directions for events
visit the Section web
site.

Summer has been teasing us with nice warm days scattered amongst some cooler cloudy
days, but the car shows will be abundant as things kick off during Father’s Day. Please mark
your calendar for our July event at Waterfront Park on July 18 th at 1 1 am. We have invited
some other clubs out again and hopefully we will see a few attending if they aren’t too
tempted with the vintage races going on the same weekend. That’s the trouble with summer
there are too many car events to choose from. Our wish is you choose to join us as there will
be contests and prizes on hand. So wash, vacuum, tidy, repair, polish up your car and bring it
out to our event.
Looking for “tips”, this is not the monetary tip (although that would be nice), but tip that helps
to save people time. If you know of a great way to either clean or repair something on your
vehicle or a favourite road to drive or a shop that provides all the right items a car enthusiast
might enjoy please let us know so we can share this information with other club members.

Attending the June
27th German Car Festival on its first time
out, was this 250 SL
belonging to Sam
Lowe. The car was
driven to the event by
restorer Paul Fetterkind
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Vancouver Show and Shine

July 18, 2010

The Mercedes-Benz Club hosts this event and has invited some other clubs to join us at Waterfront Park,
North Vancouver between 11.00AM and 3.00PM
Seattle Annual Regional Show and Shine

August 15, 2010

Seattle Section is featuring this annual event at the Nile Country Club located at 6601-244th Street SW, Mountlake Terrace, WA. Matthias Zache is the organizer
2010 Star Fest

September 24—29, 2010

Star Fest will be held in Winchester, Virginia this year. Full information is available at www.starfest2010.org
MBCA Trip to Germany

September 27, 2010

This is the second 2010 trip organized by MBCA to Germany. For further details contact jim55@comcast.net or 617879-0017

If you have been a
regular attendee
at the Langley
Cruise-in these
past years you will
be disappointed to
hear that this
event will NOT be
held in 2010, but
there are hopes
that it will reappe ar in 2 0 1 1.

The 5 0 0E belonging to
Rik Johnson from Washington is bearing down
on Janet Roethe’s
300SL. His vanity plate
“2PHAST” prompts the
comment that they are
both Too Fast. Thanks
Rik for traveling the distance and to Janet for
displaying our favorite
Benz.
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New Directions for the BC Section
The March 2010 Newsletter set several targets for your Section, mainly with the goal of increasing attendance and
enthusiasm for events. Targets are one thing, but do we have action and results? Read below how we are progressing.

Electronic Newsletter…...
Thanks to David Godwin, the March newsletter was successfully installed on the Section’s site. Then the hunt
was on for as many e-mail addresses as possible. After several phone calls, we were left with only six paper copies to mail out via snail mail.

Event Reminders…...
The e-mail addresses have been grouped into four categories to allow targeting regional needs. Up North are the
Alaska members who potentially will enjoy there own gatherings (see further details elsewhere). The next group
includes BC Interior. Vancouver members make up the bulk, but a final listing of e-mail addresses covers potential members who we are trying to reel in.
Anyway, our last Tuesday meeting had one of the largest turnouts we have had in years, so the system seems to
be working.

Rewards for Participation…..
The count has begun and at last month’s Tuesday meeting we had some interesting door prizes.

Youthful Enthusiasm…..
Our goal here is to mentor and encourage young enthusiasts. We have not found any participants yet, but we
should consider duplicating what occurred at the recent All British Field Meet at VanDusen Gardens. Hagerty Insurance enrolled a group of young teenage keeners to serve as judges at this event. In the process they were all
given a detailed introduction to each car under review. The kids were thorough in their evaluation because a Jaguar E-Type flunked badly when its Lucas electrics failed to activate the horn.

Test Drive our Events…..
We encourage non-members to come to our events, and to date we have seen a few new faces.

Tell Us How YOU Became a Benz Enthusiast…….
There is a deathly silence in this area, so as punishment you get another installment from your scribe.

Letters to the Editor……
The joys of modern communication have solicited several short replies to the e-mail announcements, and we have
included one comment on our most recent event.

The More You Put Into Something, The More You Get Out Of It……
This is the Rah-Rah section, so come on out and join us.

Remember our Regular Monthly meetings the First Tuesday of the Month at the
Coal Harbour White Spot on Georgia Street. These are not formal meetings, simply social gatherings with a little planning of what events lie ahead.
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Ranting and Raving

An Opinion by Louis F. Fourie

.
Branding
MBCA

You may have noticed in The Star that your Club has hired a consultant, in an attempt to define the Branding of our Club,
with the goal of increasing membership. Your scribe recently attended a Webinar to launch this Branding.
Before providing my input on this cause, maybe a little background is needed. As an accountant, marketing expenditure is
viewed with an element of skepticism. I was recently invited to give a talk in Mississippi to the Society of Automotive Historians on the factors that prompted the failure of General Motors. One of the points I raised was GM’s emphasis on Brand
Management after the arrival of John Smale as Chairman in late 1992. He hired some new outside marketing recruits from
the consumables industry. People who had previously been flogging contact lenses and Tide detergent were branding GM’s
product portfolio. Sorry, the factors that influence an auto purchase; prestige, styling, and driving enjoyment, along with a
significant financial outlay, have no comparison with what you pour into your washing machine or use to brush your teeth.
Suffice to say, I am not big on branding. So please evaluate this critique in terms of a potentially jaundiced view. MBCA
branding was described as the intangible value members see in the club, something that is created in the mind.
Anyway, I was pleasantly surprised to hear that over a thousand current and past members were surveyed as to what they
wanted from the Club. The response was high at over 15%. The two main areas of interest were:
More information and easier access to technical information and knowledgeable experts.
Promote the social aspect of the Club, connect with other members and forge social opportunities through youthful
media such as Facebook and Twitter.
These expectations dovetailed with our Mission Statement which is; “The Club’s Mission is to enhance the enjoyment of the
Mercedes-Benz experience by giving members access to information, experts and fun appealing local events.”
Up to this point the focus had been how do we attract new members and retain existing supporters, particularly young people. So far, I was onside. Unfortunately, they did not answer these points. From here onwards the emphasis for most of the
meeting was on consistency of presentation, mainly through newsletters or recruitment material.
The size, positioning and colour of the logo along with which font to use and presentation criteria accounted for the bulk of
the Webinar. We did learn how to enter a formula into the computer to get the right hew of blue for the logo. I kid you not.
It has zero parts of red, 38 parts of green and 84 parts of blue. Problem is that I was so fascinated with the formula that I
failed to pay attention as to where it is inserted in either MS Publisher or Word. However, as you can see from the logo
overhead, I got educated (it took a long time) and have followed the directive.
A question period followed and David Godwin, who also watched the Webinar, sent the following comments to me, “There
were a couple of pointed questions about the cost benefit of the study and how they were going to measure success. I don't
think the people in charge even fully grasped the questions. They certainly didn't answer it.
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Branding MBCA continued
David further posed the question, “So, we have the fluff and style...now where is the meat?”
Your dues went to pay for these consultants, to the tune of about $150,000 according to the director’s minutes
in The Start. I doubt whether the consistency of presenting logos or font styles ever won or lost members, so
how this outlay of funds will find new members escapes me.
A counter opinion is earnestly sought to balance your Scribe’s potentially narrow minded accounting views.

Letters to the Editor
We have our first Letter to the Editor and is a reflection of what Sean
Clark thought of the German Car
Festival
I thought that Sunday went well.
There was quite a bit of enthusiasm from those who did turn
up. Great that Janet brought her
300SL ! I trust you thanked Janet
on behalf of us other lucky onlookers, too. I'm looking forward to
seeing your photos of the day. I
will attach a couple of mine. (see
photo to the left)
Those black cars created quite a
sensation and attracted a fair sized crowd, so I uploaded some pictures of them onto the internet, "Jeremy"
the driver, wrote to thank me for posting the meet and said that he" enjoyed meeting us - when's the next get
together?" I said I'd get the info from you, and post all the details, on as many forums as I could. As an aside,
he says it takes two of them, two days to wrap a car, and labour and materials come to $2,700-$3,000.
Others too, reacted to the pictures - sorry they missed it, didn't know about it. There are some kernels of interest, there.
Sean Clark
Editors comments: Thanks Sean. At first some purist members questioned the merits of the matt black paintwork until it was discovered that it was a thin film. The original finish can be restored by a hair-blower to remove the film. The consensus of onlookers was that these sort of modifications are what appeals to the youth,
so if we want new blood in the club, be open to learning new ideas. Sean also posted this event on several
chat forums, as he mentions, and this is what prompted Jeremy Chan to attend the event..
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Why I am a Mercedes-Benz Enthusiast
by Louis F. Fourie
Last newsletter, I wrote about my early encounters with a variety of Benzes, but with limited interest. The Munich
competitor had made a bigger impact. So how did a 230SL find its way home. Read on.
During the early courtship of my wife, Gail, I made full and complete disclosure that she would always have competition for my affections with certain devices that have four wheels. It was a case of love me, love my MG, which in this
case was an old TC. Because we met on a European bus tour and came from different continents, Gail did not get
the chance to meet the "competition". When the MG TC finally followed me to Canada it arrived dismembered in
seven crates and currently only the chassis has escaped its box, hanging from the ceiling of the garage. Clearly this
competition was not much of a threat.
However, Gail was keen to monitor any seductions scenes that led to procurement habits of desirable automobiles.
The cheap purchase of a ten-year old Corvair seemed harmless and left funds for a house. Its replacement, a new
Volkswagen Rabbit, was puzzling because this did not blossom into any form of affection, instead extreme frustration. Its ferocious appetite for the warranty funds of VW seemed to extend to an all out attempt to bankrupt the entire
company. With this fascination for the dealers service department not abating at the conclusion of the warranty, a
divorce or murder was in order. A Honda Accord followed but in spite of much caressing, pimples developed indicating tin-worm. Somehow this car-nut husband was not very good at courting cars.
My purchase of a book on sale caught Gail's attention. What prompted me to buy a service manual on AustinHealeys? Well it was on sale and scarce. In due course a Healey was found to provide an application for the manual. Even Gail realized that this was a seductive piece of metal and boy did she have a husky voice able to growl to
perfection. More importantly, Gail was beginning to identify early warning signals of any straying tendencies, such as
the repair manual.
What does all the above have to
do with a Mercedes-Benz? Well
there was no early warning signal
that a Benz might be headed for
our driveway, neither to Gail nor
to myself. The neighbor who had
moved in directly across the back
alley was equally as passionate
about cars. Terry Murphy was a
keen Benz enthusiast and has
spent a good portion of his career
successfully selling them. He is a
Club member of the Alberta Section. The only problem with our
friendship was that my interests
leaned more to BMW. Terry did
however hear about the impact
created by a 230SL many years
earlier. So unbeknownst to me,
he set out to find a really good
pagoda for me.

The menacing tell-tale wheel arches of Sean Clark’s 5 0 0E
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Advertising
Rates
6 issues/1 year
Small ad $75
Quarter page $150
Half Page $275
Full Page $500

Why I am a Mercedes-Benz Enthusiast continued
In due course I was invited to drive an interesting car. I had never driven a 230SL before, but the
first badly protruding manhole cover failed to elicit the faintest creak or rattle. To a Healey owner
this was a revelation, because the term scuttle shake must have been coined for Healeys. I was
hooked especially when crawling underneath failed to show any signs of rot. This was not the
way to buy a collector car, no research, no sampling , not even any dreaming. However, Terry
had found a really good example and played a stellar role as Cupid, particularly with Gail. I was
in love again and a quarter century later we are still together. So in spite of earlier misgivings
about the products of Stuttgart, I was finally seduced by a very elegant lady who is most discrete
below 4,000 rpm, but really lets loose from there all the way past six grand. Yes, she is still very
busy with poor gearing but is light on her toes.
Considering that the 230SL and I have been together for so long, she has been an affectionate
mistress, yet without being particularly high maintenance. I will write more about how the 230SL
and I got to know each other in a future newsletter.

Alaska Members Take Note

E-mailed or mailed to
all our members,
potential enthusiasts
and various retail and
service outlets. Also
displayed on the
Club’s website.

Support our
advertisers
No inference should
be made that
advertising in this
newsletter implies the
approval of
Mercedes-Benz, MBCA
club, its
officers or
Directors.

Two Alaska members were delighted to discover that they
were not the only Benz enthusiast up North. When John
Fouse was told that he was one of seven members in Anchorage and Wayne Halvarson of Fairbanks found out there
are four other members near him, both expressed an interest
to organize a get-together. You will be kept updated as soon
as events unfold.

What an appealing wheel
to get your
hands on, but
as Janet
shows, you
have to be
nimble to get
in.
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